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A.   Introduction 

1. The Chilean peso has historically moved closely with copper prices. In 2012, 
copper accounted for 54 percent of Chile’s exports, 14 percent of fiscal revenue, and 13 
percent of nominal GDP. The Chilean peso is one of the so-called “commodity currencies.” 
While it is notoriously difficult to explain short-term exchange rate movements, the literature 
has established commodity prices as a robust and exogenous fundamental in explaining the 
behavior of the commodity currencies (Amano and van Norden, 1993; Cashin, Cespedes, and 
Sahay, 2004).  

2. There are, however, episodes when the peso deviates from copper prices (Figure 
1). One such episode began on June 2012: the peso appreciated almost 6 percent against the 
U.S. dollar (as of May 24) despite a small decline in copper prices. Notwithstanding the 
recent weakening of the peso (which is also a regional phenomenon), it still appears to be 
stronger than justified by copper prices. This raises the question what other factors also drive 
peso’s movements. For example, there have been much public debate in Chile on the 
influence on the peso from monetary policy in advanced economies and capital flows 
(Larraín, 2013). 

3. This chapter seeks to explain the peso movements, using a simple error-
correction model. The study uses weekly dollar/peso exchange rate data from October 1, 
1999, when the peso became floating, to May 24, 2013. Weekly data are used because some 
explanatory variables are only available on weekly basis and because it helps smooth the 
noisy daily exchange movements. The focus on the nominal exchange rate is because it is 
available at high frequency.  

4. A number of past research examined the peso exchange rate. Cowan, Rappoport, 
and Selaive (2007) studied the determinants of peso-dollar exchange rate using daily data 
from 1993 to 2006. They found that copper and oil prices are important determinants of the 
long and short term dynamics of the peso, and changes in the pension funds’ limits on 
foreign assets had small and transitory effects. Caputo, Núñez, and Valdés (2008) studied the 
peso real exchange rate using quarterly data. The Chilean peso is also often included in 
studies on commodity currencies (e.g., Chen and Rogoff, 2003 and 2012). 

5. Our model fits the in-sample exchange rate movements well, including for the 
recent period. It finds that while copper price is the most important driver of peso exchange 
rate, accounting for the bulk of its long-run movements, other factors including interest rate 
differential, global financial distress, the Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing (QE), and 
local pension funds’ foreign exchange derivative position also affect the peso exchange rate 
in the short run. The strength of the peso since last June seems to be attributable to 
combination of factors, including the moderation in global financial risks and the QE.  
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6. This chapter is organized as follows: Section B discusses possible determinants of 
the peso exchange rate; Section C discusses the framework and data for the empirical test; 
Section D presents the statistical results; and Section E provides some concluding remarks. 

B.   Possible Determinants of the Peso Exchange Rate 

7. Strong capital inflows seem to have helped support peso. FDI and portfolio 
inflows, both gross and net, have increased substantially after the 2008/09 global financial 
crisis (Figure 2), along with a generally strengthening peso. Gross inflows reached historical 
high in 2012 with record FDI and portfolio inflows. While capital outflows also increased 
substantially in 2012 (in particular outward investment by Chilean pension funds, leading to 
decline in net inflows), net capital inflows improved sharply in the second half of the year, 
coinciding with the strengthening of the peso. It should also be noted that copper prices could 
affect capital inflows indirectly, e.g., through its impact on domestic demand. 

8. Carry trade, one form of capital flows, may also have affected the peso. The main 
form of carry trade for nonresidents is through the foreign exchange forward market (Chan-
Lau, 2009).1 These activities have been particularly volatile in recent months (see more in the 
next paragraph). Investors would use dollar (which has a lower interest rate) as the funding 
currency to invest in the peso, where they just hold a long peso position in the forward 
market, which would lead to a strengthening of the peso in the sport market.2 Chile’s onshore 
forward market is deep with daily transactions averaging $5.0 billion during January-April 
2013. Transactions include both deliverable and non-deliverable forward, but the latter is 
more common. Average daily turnover at the offshore forward market (non-deliverable only) 
amounts to $0.5-$1 billion (HSBC, 2013). Chile’s onshore spot market is one of Latin 
America’s most liquid, with daily turnover averaged US$4.4 billion during January-April 
2013, and spot transactions can only be done onshore. Investors have also used the peso as 
the funding currency to invest in the Brazilian real (as interest rates are lower in Chile). In 
such a case, they would hold a short position in the peso in the forward market, which would 
weaken the peso in the spot market.3 But compared with carry traders using dollar as the 
funding currency, the former group appears to be dominant, at least in the recent period.  

9. Carry trade seems to contribute to the peso’s weakening since May. While carry 
traders using dollar as the funding currency would hold a short dollar position, nonresidents 
as a whole usually hold a net long position in dollar, suggesting that many positions are 
                                                 
1 This is partially due to barriers for nonresidents to enter the local bond market. For example, registering to buy 
bonds in Chile takes about six months (Bloomberg, 2013). 

2 Domestic banks are the counterparty to these long peso positions in the onshore market, and they would sell 
dollar in the spot market to balance it, strengthening the peso in the spot market.  

3 These investors would hold simultaneous short peso positions vs. dollar and long positions in Brazilian real vs. 
dollar. 
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probably for real hedging needs. However, between November 2012 and February 2013, 
nonresidents have substantially reduced their long dollar position (by $7.7 billion in the on-
shore market, Figure 3a). This is consistent with an increase in carry trade with the peso as 
the target currency. By November the peso had already appreciated significantly and the 
subsequent appreciation was moderate. It therefore seems that the impact of carry trade on 
the peso’s strength before May was probably moderate and “carry traders” were mostly 
“chasing” the peso’s appreciation.4 Nonresidents subsequently dramatically reversed their 
positions, and their net long dollar positions reached $13.2 billion by early June (up from 
$2.7 billion in mid-April)−the highest since October 2008, when the data first became 
available. This reversal seems to have contributed to the peso’s deprecation since May. 

10. Our model controls for interest differentials for the short-run peso dynamics, as 
the standard practice in the literature, instead of directly controlling for capital flows. 
There are no direct data on carry trade, and capital flows data are only available on a monthly 
basis. In addition, estimates directly using capital flows could be more subject to the 
endogeneity problem. Some factors could by themselves lead to an appreciation of the peso 
and increased capital inflows, and there could be an endogeneity problem if these factors are 
not properly accounted for. Capital flows could also be endogenously responding to 
exchange rate movements. Interest differential is more likely to be exogenous: with the 
implementation of a full-fledged inflation targeting regime and a floating exchange rate in 
1999, Chile’s monetary policy has been mostly responding to inflation (and business cycles), 
instead of to exchange rate movements (Central Bank of Chile, 2007; McGettigan et al., 
2013). 

11. Local institution investors also play an important role in determining the peso 
exchange rate. This is particularly the case for pension funds. Assets under management of 
Chilean pension funds amounted to $162 billion at end-2012 (60 percent of GDP), with 
pension funds’ oversea investment standing at $62 billion. Movements of these assets can 
have a large impact on local capital markets and interest rate, as well as on the exchange rate. 
As required by Chilean regulations, pension funds need to hedge part of their oversea 
investments via holding short dollar positions (about US$10.4 billion as of end-March 2013) 
in the onshore derivative market.5 As the hedging is required by regulation (there are also 
episodes of regulation changes), it can be considered largely exogenous. The data for pension 
funds’ derivative position are only available from 2007 onward, it is therefore only included 
in the robustness checks.  

                                                 
4 This could be a self-enforcing circle: the peso’s appreciation may attract more long peso positions in the 
forward market, which would strengthen the peso in the spot market further. Granger causality tests do suggest 
that nonresidents’ forward position and the peso exchange rate have predicting power over each other. 

5 Pension funds’ net short dollar positions in the off-shore market were much smaller, at $54 million at the same 
time. Ideally pension funds’ net transactions in the spot market should also be controlled for, but these are not 
published (and relatively small). 
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12. The model also accounts for other factors that may affect the peso including 
Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing (QE) and global financial distress. The QE 
(November 2008–March 2010, November 2010–July 2011, and since September, 2012) 
could affect the dollar/peso exchange rate by affecting the interest rate differential (although 
the U.S. short-term interest rate has been close to zero since late 2008). They could also have 
impact on commodity prices, including copper. On top of these channels, the size of the 
Federal Reserve’s balance sheet could have additional impact on the peso exchange rates, 
e.g., through capital flows and expectations. Our estimations therefore include the balance 
sheet size of the Federal Reserve and the Central Bank of Chile for the analysis of the short-
run dynamics of the exchange rate. The model also includes measures of global and local 
risks. Finally, since expectations play an important role in exchange rate movements 
(Dornbusch, 1976), 6 we also include expected future GDP growth in the robustness checks 
(the data are only available from 2007). 

13. We also conduct some simple analysis on the short-run effect of the two latest 
foreign exchange interventions by the Central Bank of Chile. We use dummy variables to 
capture the Central Bank’s interventions in 2008 and 2011, when it conducted $50 million 
daily dollar purchases in the spot market in both cases (fully sterilized). Studies of Chile’s 
earlier intervention episodes (August 16, 2001–January 1, 2002 and October 10, 2002–
February 10, 2003, where the Central Bank sold dollars) found that the most important 
impact of intervention came from the announcement (De Gregorio and Tokman, 2004; 
Cowan, Rappoport, and Selaive, 2007). This also seems to be the case in 2011, when the 
peso weakened by 4½ percent against the U.S. dollar the day after the announcement, and 
depreciated 6½ percent in the first week (the peso subsequently quickly recovered). A simple 
dummy variable for the intervention won’t be able to capture all the dynamics, but it would 
capture the average impact of the invention−while it is in place. 

C.   The Analytical Framework and Data 

14. We use an error-correction model that is similar to what is used in other studies 
that addresses both the long-run and short-run dynamics of the exchange rate (e.g., 
Cowan, Rappoport, and Selaive, 2007; Helliwell et al., 2004; Moazzami and Anderson, 
2003).  
 
Long-run dynamics: 
 
EXt = α0+ α1Coppert + α1Oilt + α3Rel-CPIt + et,                  (1) 

where EXt is the logarithm of the nominal dollar/peso exchange rate, at end-week. All 
explanatory variables are weekly averages to help reduce endogeneity. The estimates 

                                                 
6 Which is the reason that Chen, Rogoff, and Rossi (2010) find that commodity currency exchange rates have 
robust power in predicting global commodity prices, since they already incorporate expectations of future 
commodity prices.  
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basically capture the contemporaneous effects. Copper denotes the logarithm of copper 
prices and Oil denotes the logarithm of oil prices. Chile is a net oil importer, 7 and higher oil 
prices would lead to a deterioration of the terms of trade and thus a likely weakening of the 
peso. Rel-CPI represents the ratio of U.S. CPI index to that of Chile. Monthly CPI index is 
converted into weekly index by interpolation. et denotes the error term. 

Short-run dynamics: 
 
∆EXt = β0 + β1∆Coppert + β2∆Rel-CPIt + β3∆CHL-USt + β4∆BRA-CHLt + β5∆CDS-Chilet + 
β6∆ESP-DEUt + β7∆VIXt + β8∆FEDt-9 + β9∆BCCht-9 + β10∆Rel-stockt-9 + β11∆Interve2008t + 
β12∆Interve2011t + β13ECt-1+εt,             (2) 

∆ denotes the first deference. The oil price is not included in the short-run specification 
because it turns out to be insignificant in the long-run specification as discussed below. CHL-
US is the interest spread between the 90-day Chile and U.S. government bills−the 90-day 
government bill market is the most liquid in Chile. A higher spread is expected to attract 
more portfolio and carry trade inflows to Chile, and lead to a stronger peso. BRA-CHL is the 
difference of the 90-day Brazilian and Chilean government bill yields. This serves as a proxy 
for alternative investment opportunities for international investors in the region (or among 
emerging markets), or carry trade opportunities using peso as the funding currency. In both 
cases, a higher Brazil-Chile interest spread is expected to weaken the peso.  

CDS-Chile represents 5-year sovereign credit default swap spread (CDS) for Chile. It 
measures the perceived risks of investing in Chilean securities. ESP-DEU is the interest 
spread between 10-year Spanish and German government bonds. It serves as a proxy for 
financial distress in Europe. VIX is the implied volatility of S&P 500 index options, a 
common measure of global financial distress. 

FED denotes the balance sheet size of the U.S. Federal Reserve (base money) in trillions of 
dollars. This would capture the impact of the QE on the peso exchange rate in additional to 
its impact through reducing U.S. interest rates. Unlike the case of interest differential, 
currency movements in response to monetary expansion need not be instantaneous, and may 
take place over a more prolonged period (Ghosh and Qureshi, 2013). We therefore used a 
two-month lag for the Fed’s balance sheet (which yields the largest coefficient). BCCh 
denotes the balance sheet size of the Central Bank of Chile in trillions of pesos, also in 2-
month lag. The data for BCCh are published for every eight days, which are converted into 
weekly data by interpolation.  

Rel-stock is the ratio of Santiago stock exchange’s IPSA index to the U.S. S&P 500 index. 
Higher stock market returns are expected to lead to more portfolio inflows. Again a 2-month 
lag is used. Interve2008 and Interve2011 are dummies for the foreign exchange interventions 
by the Central Bank of Chile, which equal to one during April 14—December 12, 2008 and 
January 4—December 16, 2011, and zero otherwise. ECt-1 is the lagged error-correction term. 
Finally, εt  denotes the error term. All the data are from the Bloomberg and the Central Bank 
of Chile. 

                                                 
7 Oil imports accounted for 8 percent of total imports in 2012.  
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15. Figures 3a and 3b plot the peso exchange rate against the explanatory variables. 
Table 1 reports the bilateral correlations between all the variables in level. Most of the 
bilateral correlations are of expected sign. The correlation between the exchange rate and 
copper prices is 0.82. 

D.   Empirical Results 

16. Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root tests (Dicky and Fuller, 1979) cannot reject 
the null hypothesis of unit root for most variables. A time trend is included in tests for the 
copper price, exchange rate, and balance sheet size of the Federal Reserve and the Central 
Bank of Chile. The lag length is selected by the Schwarz information criterion (Schwarz, 
1978). The null of unit root cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level for the exchange rate, 
copper prices, the two central bank balance sheets, the three interest spreads, and the relative 
stock index. 

17. The Johansen cointegration test (Johanse 1991, 1995) suggests that there exists a 
co-integration relationship between the peso exchange rate and copper prices. The test 
uses a lag length of 4, and assumes an intercept but no trend in the cointegrating equation. 
The null hypothesis of no cointegration equation can be rejected at the 1 percent level, for 
either the trace test or the maximum eigenvalue test. The result is robust to different trend 
specifications and lag length, and to either nominal or real exchange rate, or the inclusion of 
oil prices.  

Long-run results: 

18. Copper prices can explain most of the peso exchange rate movements over the 
long run. Column (1) of Table 2 reports the OLS regression results with copper prices as the 
only explanatory variable. Variations in copper prices could account for 67 percent of 
variations in the peso exchange rate over the sample period. Column (2) also includes oil 
prices and relative U.S.-Chile CPI. Oil prices turn out to be positive, although not significant. 
This probably reflects the high correlation between oil and copper prices (0.96). The relative 
CPI is positive and significant as expected. Column (3) is the “benchmark” long-run 
specification, which excludes oil prices. The results suggest that a 10 percent increase in 
copper prices would strengthen the peso by 1.7 percent over the long term. This captures the 
full impacts of copper prices on the exchange rate, including through other channels, and is a 
bit larger than the estimate in Cowan, Rappoport, and Selaive (2007). 

19. The long-run relationship between copper prices and the peso exchange rate is 
robust to different specifications. Column (4) reports the results using the dynamic OLS 
method developed by Stock and Watson (1993), and the results are similar. The dynamic 
OLS estimation simply adds leads and lags of differenced explanatory variables to a static 
cointegration regression so as to eliminate small-sample bias resulting from correlation 
between the error term and the explanatory variables. The reported regression includes 2 
leads and lags, and the results are similar with alternative length of leads and lags. The 
coefficients for the leads and lags are not statistically significant and are not reported to save 
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space. The error terms in the dynamic OLS procedure are, however, serially correlated. The 
standard errors are therefore estimated using the Newey and West (1987) adjustment with a 
lag length of up to 2. Column (5) reports the results using log real peso exchange rate 
(essentially imposing a unit coefficient on the relative CPI), where the coefficient for copper 
prices is slight larger. Column (6) reports the results for the sample ending at end-2011. 
Compared with the results reported in Column (3), the coefficient on copper prices is very 
close, while the coefficient for the error-correction term is a bit larger. 

Short-run results: 

20. Some other explanatory variables are also important in the short run. Column 
(1) of Table 3a reports the short-run results including all explanatory variables, where the 
sample size is reduced to 2003 onward. Column (2) then only includes the significant 
variables: the Chile-U.S. interest differential, VIX, the central bank balance sheets, and the 
intervention dummies. The data are also available for the whole sample period. We also tried 
to include one lag of the explanatory variables and the results are reported in Column (3). 
The lagged variables are insignificant (not reported to save space) except for copper prices. 
Column (4) of Table 3a reports the results using the real peso-dollar exchange rate as the 
dependent variable. The results (for the significant variables) are broadly similar across 
Columns (1) to (4). All short-run regressions are based on corresponding long-run results 
reported in Table 2. 

21. The coefficient on the Chile-U.S. short-term interest is small, while the 
coefficient on VIX is relatively large. A 100 basis points (bps) increase in the spread would 
only strengthen the peso by 0.4 percent against the dollar in the short run, using the results 
form Column (2), which is our benchmark short-run specification.8 Higher global financial 
distress, as measured by VIX, would weaken the peso, and the impact is relatively large: a 
one standard deviation increase in VIX (about 9) would weaken the peso by about 2 percent. 
The VIX has declined by 12 points between June 2012 and mid-March 2013, and 
subsequently rose 2 points. 

22. A larger balance sheet of the Federal Reserve is associated with a peso 
appreciation against the dollar in the short run. The Federal Reserve’s balance sheet has 
increased by about $450 billion since September 2012 when QE3 was introduced. The 
regression results suggest that this expansion would imply a strengthening of the peso by 
about 2 percent (although there will be a lag for the full impact). The expansion of the 
Federal Reserve’s balance sheet during the height of the 2008/09 financial crisis and the 
subsequent QE (in particular QE2 and QE3) may be of different nature. To control for this 
possibility, we also added the interaction of the Fed’s balance sheet and a dummy variable 

                                                 
8 Level regression would yield a substantially larger coefficient. The Chile-U.S. interest differential is of the 
“wrong” sign in Cowan, Rappoport, and Selaive (2007).  
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which equals to 1 after the implementation of QE1 or QE2. This term turns out to be 
insignificant in either case, while other results remain unchanged (results not reported).  

23. In contrast, a larger balance sheet of the Central Bank of Chile would weaken 
the peso in the short run, everything else equal. In addition, the Central Bank’s 
interventions in 2008 and 2011 seem to have a moderate impact on the exchange rate in the 
short run. The estimates suggest that the peso has been weakened by about 3½ and 2½ 
percent, by the two interventions, respectively. Finally, the other explanatory variables 
included in Column (1) are insignificant.9    

In-sample forecasts: 

24. The model fits the in-sample peso exchange rate movements reasonably well. 
Figure 4 plots the actual dollar/peso exchange rate (in log) vs. the 3-month dynamic 
simulation forecast, using the coefficients from Column (3) of Table 2 and Colum (2) of 
Table 3a. The model’s projections are based on dynamic simulations of equations (1) and (2), 
so the projected value at time t is used to calculate the prediction at t+1, etc., over the next 3 
months on a rolling basis. The forecast tracks the actual peso movements relatively well, 
including for the recent period. Finally, Colum (4) of Table 3a reports the results using the 
real dollar/peso exchange rate as the dependent variable. The results are very close to those 
of Column (2).  

25. Forecasting using a shorter sample period yield very similar results. Column (1) 
of Table 2b reports the results for the sub-sample ending in 2011. The result is pretty close to 
the baseline results, although the coefficient for the balance sheet of Central Bank of Chile 
becomes statistically insignificant. 3-month dynamic simulation forecast yield almost 
identical results as those shown in Figure 4. 

Adding additional explanatory variables: 

26. We next add three additional explanatory variables to the short-run equation:  

U.S. nominal effective exchange rate. This variable is added to control for the possibility that 
the movements in the dollar/peso exchange rate simply reflects a U.S. dollar story. The data 
are only available on monthly basis (and up to March) and are converted into weekly data by 
interpolation.  

Pension funds’ short dollar forward position. This is the short forward dollar position held 
by the Chilean pension funds in the local foreign derivative market, in billions of dollars. The 
Central Bank publishes monthly data for 2007-08 and four observations each month since 
2009. These are converted into weekly data by interpolation.  
                                                 
9We also used the average CDS of European banks to replace Spain-Germany spread as the measures of 
financial distress in Europe, which is also insignificant.  
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Expected growth over the next 12 months. A better growth perspective is expected to lead to 
a stronger peso. The Central Bank publishes monthly survey to local economists on expected 
annual growth rate for the current and the next year. The expected growth over the next 12 
months is derived, as a proxy, as the weighted average of the expected growth for the current 
and the next year, using the remaining months of the current year as the weight for the 
current year. The monthly data are then converted into weekly data by interpolation.  

27. The results are broadly similar with the baseline results for the original 
variables. Column (1) of Table 3b reports the results including the U.S. nominal effective 
exchange rate as the additional explanatory variable. The U.S. nominal exchange rate is 
negative and significant as expected, while the coefficients for other variables are broadly 
similar to the benchmark specification, except that the relative CPI becomes statistically 
insignificant. Column (2) of Table 3b reports the results adding the pension’s short dollar 
position and the expected GDP growth, where the sample size is substantially smaller. The 
pension’s short dollar position is positive as expected and significant at the 1 percent level. 
The estimate suggests that an increase of local pension funds’ short dollar position by $1 
billion would strengthen the peso by 0.4 percent against the dollar. The growth expectation 
turns out to be negative (although insignificant), even though it has a high positive simple 
correlation with the peso exchange rate (0.63). This may reflect the fact that the expected 
growth is highly correlated with copper prices (correlation 0.78) which is already included in 
the regression. The coefficients for other variables are broadly similar to the benchmark 
specification, except that the coefficient for the error correction term is a bit larger, and the 
Chile-U.S. interest rate spread becomes insignificant (p-value is 0.13). 

E.   Summary 

28. This chapter examines the weekly nominal dollar/peso exchange rate between 
October 1999 and May 2013 using an error-correction model. The model fits the 
historical exchange rate data well. While copper prices can explain the bulk of peso 
movements over the long run, other factors also play an important role in the short run, 
including interest rate differential, global financial risks, and local pension funds’ foreign 
exchange derivative position. The QE also seems to lead to a strengthening of the peso. The 
analysis finds that the Central Bank of Chile’s foreign exchange interventions in 2008 and 
2011 had a small impact on the peso.  
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Figure 1. Copper Price and the Peso Exchange Rate

Source: Bloomberg.
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Figure 2. Capital Flows

Source: Central Bank of Chile.
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Figure 3a. What Explains Peso Movements

Sources: Bloomberg and Central Bank of Chile.
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Figure 4. Actual vs. 3-Month Dynamic Simulation Forecast
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Table 2. Exchange Rate Regressions: Long-run Dynamics
Dep. variable: 
log($/peso) Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal Real Nominal 

Sample period 
1999/10-
2013/5 

1999/10-
2013/4 

1999/10-
2013/4 

1999/10-
2013/4 

1999/10-
2013/4 

1999/10-
2011/12 

Methodology OLS OLS OLS DOLS OLS OLS 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Log(copper prices) 0.158*** 0.149*** 0.171*** 0.175*** 0.191*** 0.169*** 
(0.004) (0.015) (0.005) (0.009) (0.004) (0.005) 

Log (oil prices) 0.032 
(0.020) 

CPI-US/CPI-Chile 0.418*** 0.388*** 0.413*** 0.633*** 
(0.095) (0.094) (0.139) (0.102) 

R-squared 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.74 0.74 0.65 
No. of obs 713 709 709 704 709 640 
Note: Newey and West standard errors for dynamic OLS (DOLS).*,**, and *** denotes 
significant at  
10, 5, and 1%, respectively. 

 

  

Table 1. Bilateral correlations

Dollar

/Peso Copper

Chile-U.S. 

interest 

spread

ESP-DEU 

interest 

spread

Chile 

CDS VIX FED BCCh

IPSA/ 

S&P 

500

CPI-US/  

CPI-Chile

BRA-CHL 

interest 

spread

Pension 

funds

Expected 

growth

Dollar/Peso

Copper 0.82

Chile-U.S. interest spread 0.24 -0.01

Spain-Germany interest spread 0.52 0.52 0.47

Chile CDS -0.27 -0.17 0.56 0.34

VIX -0.31 -0.22 0.43 0.01 0.82

FED balance sheet (2-month lag) 0.59 0.67 0.31 0.91 0.36 0.01

BCCh balance sheet (2-month lag) 0.69 0.81 0.32 0.86 0.30 -0.01 0.95

IPSA/S&P 500 (2-month lag) 0.63 0.87 0.07 0.64 0.32 0.02 0.83 0.90

CPI-US/CPI-Chile -0.42 -0.61 -0.40 -0.75 -0.68 -0.37 -0.86 -0.87 -0.84

Brazil-Chile interest spread -0.80 -0.85 -0.56 -0.60 -0.12 -0.17 -0.63 -0.80 -0.75 0.64

Pension funds' short dollar position 0.10 0.10 -0.19 0.35 0.22 -0.06 0.67 0.44 0.88 -0.06 0.38

Expected growth over next 12 months 0.63 0.78 0.05 0.25 -0.62 -0.54 0.15 0.25 0.05 0.30 -0.06 -0.16

U.S. nominal effective exchange rate -0.82 -0.95 -0.12 -0.54 0.01 0.12 -0.70 -0.84 -0.88 0.67 0.67 -0.12 -0.54

Note: Exchange rate, copper prices, and relative stock and CPI indices are in logarithm. 
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Table 3a. Exchange Rate Regressions: Short-run Dynamics
Dep. variable: log(dollar/peso) Nominal Nominal Nominal Real 

Sample period 
2003/1-
2013/4 

1999/10-
2013/4 

1999/10-
2013/4 

1999/10-
2013/4 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

∆log(copper prices) 0.121*** 0.107*** 0.100*** 0.107*** 
(0.019) (0.017) (0.018) (0.017) 

∆log(copper prices), lag 0.043*** 
(0.018) 

∆CPI-US/CPI-Chile 1.296*** 1.131*** 1.692* 
(0.532) (0.475) (0.919) 

∆Chile-U.S. 90-day interest spread 0.005 0.004** 0.004*** 0.004** 
(0.004) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

Braze-Chile 90-day interest spread -0.003 
(0.003) 

Chile 5-year CDS spread 0.002 
(0.008) 

∆Spain-Germany 10-year interest 
spread -0.005 

(0.004) 

∆VIX -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** 
(0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) 

∆FED balance sheet (2-month lag) 0.050*** 0.050*** 0.047** 0.052*** 
(0.021) (0.020) (0.021) (0.020) 

∆BCCh balance sheet (2-month 
lag) -0.005* -0.005* -0.006** -0.005* 

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) 

∆IPSA/S&P 500 (2-month lag) -0.005 
(0.030) 

∆Intervention 2008 -0.035*** -0.036*** -0.038*** -0.036*** 
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 

∆Intervention 2011 -0.023*** -0.025*** -0.027*** -0.025*** 
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) 

Error correction term -0.027*** -0.017*** -0.016*** -0.015*** 
(0.011) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) 

R-squared 0.33 0.27 0.28 0.26 
No. of obs 535 708 707 708 
Note: *,**, and *** denotes significant at 10, 5, and 1%, respectively. 
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Table 3b. Exchange Rate Regressions: Short-run Dynamics
Dep. variable: log(dollar/peso), nominal       

Sample period 
1999/10-
2011/12 

1999/10-
2013/3 

2007/1-
2013/3 

(1) (2) (3) 

∆log(copper prices) 0.102*** 0.096*** 0.131*** 
(0.018) (0.018) (0.025) 

∆CPI-US/CPI-Chile 1.169** 0.621 1.377** 
(0.503) (0.494) (0.665) 

∆Chile-U.S. 90-day interest spread 0.004** 0.004** 0.005 
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 

∆VIX -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** 
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) 

∆FED balance sheet (2-month lag) 0.049** 0.052*** 0.046** 
(0.022) (0.020) (0.022) 

∆BCCh balance sheet (2-month lag) -0.004 -0.005* -0.006* 
(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) 

∆Intervention 2008 -0.036*** -0.035*** -0.036*** 
(0.010) (0.009) (0.010) 

∆Intervention 2011 -0.024*** -0.026*** -0.026*** 
(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 

U.S. nominal effective exchange rate -0.575*** -0.362 
(0.167) (0.248) 

Pension funds' short forward dollar 
position 0.004** 

(0.002) 

Expected growth over the next 12 months -0.006 
(0.005) 

Error correction term -0.017*** -0.012** -0.034** 
(0.007) (0.006) (0.015) 

R-squared 0.26 0.28 0.41 
No. of obs 639 703 324 
Note: *,**, and *** denotes significant at 10, 5, and 1%, respectively. 

 
 
 




